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Analytic continuation by reproducing kernel methods com- 
bined with Pad6 approximations 
j. Devooght (*) 
ABSTRACT 
The analytic continuation of power series is an old problem attacked by various methods, a
notable one being the Pad6 approximant. Although quite powerful in some cases, the Pad6 ap- 
proximant suffers sometimes from being a non-linear transformation. The linearity is useful 
whenever the coefficients of the Taylor developments are themselves functions of another com- 
plex variable, like Jost functions for exemph, and when operations are needed on the second 
variable. There are well-known linear transformations that improve convergence and their con- 
nection with some conformal mapping was discovered long ago, although not always appreciated. 
The present paper endeavours to extend the applicability of such methods by means of repro- 
ducing kernels. A general and flexible analytic continuation method - which does not have the 
drawback of limiting processes - is outlined, shown to encompass other existing procedures and 
to be potentially a strong competitor to the Pad6 approximant. The dynamic polarizability of 
hydrogen is shown as a numerical exemph. 
1. SZEGO REPRODUCING KERNELS [ 11 
Let C be the boundary of a dosed bounded omain 
D. We define L2(C ) as the class of holomorphic func- 
tions f(z) defined over C + D, with inner product 
(f' g) = $c f (z)~ (z) d/~ (z) < 0.; where #(z) is a 
measure. The reproducing kernel associated with 
L 2 (C) and the special case d# (z) = ds = Idzl will be 
~(z,~). 
Let {~v(z) ) be a closed system of orthogonal analytic 
functions which are regular in D + C and belong to 
v.  Then the series L2(C), with (~;t,,, ~/~) = ~/a 
1 6,(z  6,I / 
converges uniformly and absolutely for z, ~" in any 
closed subdomain of D to the reproducing kernel 
1~1 (z, ~). We have the reproducing property :
f(~) = -fc l~(z, ~) f(z) d#z for f(z) • L2(C ) (1.2) 
We have explicit connection between I~ (z, ~) and the 
conformal mapping of D upon the unit disc. Reproduc- 
ing kernels of Sze# or Bergmann type which are 
operator-valued can also be used for the solution of 
Cauchy equations [2]. 
A useful set of orthogonal functions on the boundary 
of the circle Iwl = r is [3] 
A 7--/l_lavl 2 v-1 w-ra  k r 
~v (w)=4 FFi" 11 ( - - )  
k=l r_gkW r -%w 
v=l ,  2 . . .  
lakl < 1 
with d# (z) = I dz I 
(1.3) 
2. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION IN A CUT PLANE 
2.1. General expression 
Let f(u) be a single-valued function with singularities 
Ul, u2 .... u k. 
We assume that f(u) is regular at the origin and that 
Min lUkl > 1 k -~, R<**.  
Let F(z) = f (1 )  which is regular for Izl ~ R. We 
want to investigate the analytic continuation of F (z) 
in the inverted Mittag-Leffler star, L e. the whole plane 
cut along the straight lines joining the points 
1 S: (Zk= -fi~k } to zero. 
Let D be a star-shaped plane containing these lines, 
and therefore the origin. Let w = h(z) be the con- 
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w=h (z) 
lwl =I 
formal mapping of the unit disc I w I < 1 upon the 
exterior o lD.  The image of lwl = r is C r, and C 1 is 
the boundary olD. The inverse mapping is z = g(w). 
If~ is a point of C 1, 
g(w) - 1 
g(w) - 
is holomorphic for Iwl < r, r< 1. Moreover g(w) is 
L 2 on Iwl = r because 
Idwl < 21rr Max 1 <.  
f lw l=r  ig(w)_~.12 Iw l<r  ig(w)_~'t 2
(2.1) 
Let IVI(w, v) be the Szeg5 reproducing kernel associat- 
ed with functions which are L 2 on I w I = r. 
We have therefore the set of equalities derived from 
(1.2) 
1 1 1 
z -~ g[h (z)]-~" $1wl= r g(w) -~" 
~~[w,h(z ) ]  Idwl 
(2.2) 
provided that z is exterior to C r. 
Since F(z) is holomorphic exterior to C 1 we can write 
the Cauchy equation 
F(z) - 1 F(~) d~" (2.37 2¢ri fC 1 ~"- z 
Substituting (2.2) into (2.3) 
I 1 gqw, h(z)] idwl F(z) =2-~x fc1 F (~')d~" Iwl=r g(w) - ~" 
(2.4) 
Using the development (1.1) of the Szeg5 reproducing 
kernel, and defining 
Gv(~')= f 1 ~v(w) Idwl (2.5) 
IwJ=r g(w) - 
we obtain, by means of the Fubini theorem 
 Eh ,l 
I fC  1 is such that C 1 : I~'l = R, we can use the con- 
vergent Laurent development 
F (~)= ~0 ak -m ~k (2.7) 
which gives 
Gv(~) 
F(z )= 12¢ri v~=l ~v[h(z)] k~_m ak fC1 ~ d ~  
~k (2.8) 
However, this does not give analytic continuation, 
since Izl is exterior to C 1, i.e. to Izl = R. 
We must therefore deform the contour C enclosing S
with part of it so that I zl < R and therefore the 
Laurent development will not converge. 
In order to continue F(z) analytically for I z l < R, we 
should be able to have a Taylor development of Gv(~) 
in the disc I~l = R. But 
- -  - , Iw l  = r (2 .9 )  
g(w) -~ k=0 gk+l (w)  
will be convergent only in the disc I~1 < Min Ig(w)l 
w-- - - r  
Since the boundary C 1 may be as close as we wish 
from the origin (D is an inverted Mittag-Leffler star) 
the disc is vanishingly small. Therefore we cannot give 
the Taylor development of Gv(~ ) by means of (2.97. 
However we may attempt o use the Cauchy theorem 
and modify the contour, but this is not allowed : the 
integrand of Gu(~) is not an analytic function of w 
--A-'- 
because of the complex conjugate function ~v(w). 
We know that Gv(~" ) is an holomorphic function of ~" 
when ~ is interior to D. Therefore by Runge's theorem 
it can be represented by a uniformly convergent series 
of polynomials within D. Indeed 
g' (w) =_  ~ + o~ Pn + 1 (~') wn (2.10) 
g(w) - ~ w 
where Pn(~) is a Faber polynomial. Series (2.10) could 
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be used in (2.5) but the difficulty is that a general 
explicit form of the Faber polynomials is generally 
unknown. 
Let ~*(w) be the function %(w) where the coef- 
ficients (not w) are replaced by their complex con- 
jugates. Then 
O-~w) ~ * r 2 =*v  (T )  for Iwl= r (2.11) 
We know that (~v(w) are analytic in lwl *g r. Let us as- 
sume them to be analytic in lwi g p, p > r. 
• r 2 
Therefore ~v (-~---) is analytic for 
r 2 
;* r (-~--) < r Iwl ;* p 
and 1 
(T  j w[g(w) -¢ ]  
2 
has all its singularities in Iwl <r  and also in Iwl *; r-L-- 
P 
1 is holomorphic for Iwl < r. since g(w) {" 
Therefore ~,  r 2 
v (T )  dw r 
Iw l=r  w g(w) -~ 
and the contour can be contracted to I wl = r~ with- 
out crossing any singularity. 
If w = 0 is mapped into the point at inf'mity, 
C_ 1 
g (w)=~+ C o+Clw+ ... andlC_l I$ 0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Therefore there is a circle I wl = p' > 0 such that 
Min Ig(w)l is greater than any finite number I~'1, 
Iwl=p' 
and 
I ._ ~ ~.k (2.9bis) 
g(w) -~ k=0 gk+l (w ) 
converges for all w, I wl g p ' .  I~'1 need not be greater 
than g < **. 
If r2 gp '  
P 
, we can substitute (2.9bis) into (2.12) 
(2.14) 
- ,  r 2 % (-~-) ~ ~k 
r dw Gv(~)=T-$1wl = --r 2 w k=0 gk+ l (w ) 
P 
and 
^ 
% (w) 
Gv(~') =k~__=0 ~'k f r2 (l'/~- dw) (2.15) 
Iw l=- -  gk+lcw )
P 
Since g(w) * 0 for Iwl < 1 and ~v(w) is analytic for 
r 2 I wl ;* -~- ,  we do not cross any singularity if we 
switch back the contour of each integral to I wl = r 
2 
= ,~ ~k ~(w)  
Gv(~) k=0 f Idwl (2.16) 
Iwl=r gk+ l(w) 
Therefore from (2.6) 
^ 1 ~ 0~.kF(~.)d~- F(z) = 1%Ih (z)] fC 1 27ri k= 
Cv (w) 
I . Idwl 
lwl=r gk+ l(w ) (2.17) 
Since F (~) ~k is regular outside C 1 we may change 
the contour to I~1 = R where we can use the Laurent 
development for 
m 
iF(z)- ° ~ a k zkl 
and therefore 
m L. ~ ^ oo 
F(z)= Z a ,  z~+ Z ~v[h(Z)] Z a. 
o -k v=l  k=0 k+l  
"-2" 
S % (w) tdwt 
twl=r gk+ 1 (w) 
(2.18) 
or  
m a k 
fcz)= z a/B1  iy -1  
k=0 z k v=l  k=l  ~" • 
(2.19) 
with 
- -x -  
v-i ~v (w) 
B k = I gk 
Iwl = r (w) 
Idwl (2.207 
To summarize the conditions of validity of (2.18, 19) 
(I) z is exterior to C r, r < 1 
A r 2 
(II) ~v(w) is regular for Iwl ,: - - ,  where p' is such p' 
that Min Ig(w)l = R. 
Iwl=p' 
However it is easily seen that, if z is exterior to C r we 
can replace (2.3) by 
F (z )=-  1 F(~') d{" 
with r < r' < 1. In that case C 1 may be the boundary 
of the plane with cuts [0, Zk] which is easier for con- 
formal transformation. 
We obtain for instance from (1.3) the set 
(1)v(w) =vf i l (w- ra  k )  r . /1  - lavl  2 
k=l  r -~kW r -~v  w - -  2"~r 
v = 1,2 ..... lak l< 1 
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of functions orthogonal on { w I = r. Therefore on 
Iwl = r 
V-I r2-- -rfi-k / l_{av{2 
" k= *"(w)= Ill( w ) r . j- a r2 r 2 27rr 
r -  k-~- r -av -W- 
v-1 ( r -~kW . / l - l ay  12 
= 11 • .) w 
k=l  W-akr W-avr " ~ 
A r2 
~v(W) is regular for Iwl = Min r ~, 
k {ak{ p' 
pn 
i.e. if Max I,,kl g r 
k 
With such proviso, 
m a_k 
f(z) =k~ 0 z k 
+,,:, <, :---)-*°`  
= ) 
r-: i h(:---) 
~ a k J- I ~1 r-:mW 
k 1 {wl=r 2rti m=l  (W-amr ) 
r-Kvh( zl-~- ) 
dw 1 
W-avr gk(w )
(2.21) 
2.2. Introduction of a pole 
It may sometimes be helpful to factorize 
F(z) = G (z) A (z) where A(z) contains the main 
behaviour, with a few singularities farther from the 
origin. Therefore G(z) will be regular outside a 
smaller star-shaped omain, and applying (2.17) to 
G(z) ,  
I ~" kF(~') 
C r, A(~') 
e0 v (w) 
I I dw I (2.22) 
Iwl=r gk+l (w)  
we may eventually have an improved convergence. We 
are left with a large choice of expansions since A (z), ^ 
'I)v(z), g(w) (or h(z)) are to a great extent arbitrary. 
Let us look at two particular cases (m = 0) 
1. A(z)= 1 
1 
Z~ - -  
u 1 
I z l>R '  with 
Then 
- - ,  i. e. F(z) is regular, at least outside 
1 = Min { UkI 
R' k>l. 
:Iz'  Ul' =(a I a o) + aoZ +k~__l (ak+ 1 -  u~ak) zk__  
Using (2.18) 
F(z) _ I 
A(z) (al- ~II a°) + a°z 
ak Br_l 
+v~l ~'v[h(z)] k:l (ak+l-u----l-~) 
(2.23) 
or  
f(z) = a° ~ ) __+ z [(al - o 
l-Z--- l_Z___ 
u I u I 
+p~1 &[h(±)].~, (a . . -  :-!--a.)B~-1~ v z k=l I¢+1 u 1 K k (~) 
2. A (z ) -  z 
1 
Z ~ - -  
u 1 
Then 
1 
z -  
A(z) " z "k=0 T = ao + -~ (ak- ak-1) 
Z Z 
F(z) I P-I 
A(z) =ao+, : l  (~r[h(Z)]k~ I (ak-h-~--i ak-l)Bk 
or  
1 ~ ;X,v[h@)] -' v-1 
kZ__l (Ulak-ak_l)Bk ] f (z ) -  U l -Z  [aoUl + 1 
(B) 
In case(B) lim f ( z )=0 
"7 -+~ 
We do not expect however that (2.19) will give the 
correct behaviour at z-~ .., or for F(z) at z = 0. Indeed 
the last point is inside D or at most on its boundary, 
where (2.19) does not converge. We may force even- 
tu~lly the limit f(z) = 0 ff necessary, by using (A), in 
Z ._.~ ~ v 
the same way as the choice of the upper diagonal 
Pad~ approximant does. 
Although r < 1 to insure convergence, we shall for the 
sake of simplicity make r = 1 in subsequent formuhs. 
Series will anyway be truncated to a rather low order 
for all practical purposes. Eventually convergence 
would be only asymptotic. 
Various particular cases are obtained from the choice 
(1.3 7 of q~v" 
1.  ~k~__ -  t~' 
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(A) : 
a_.__~._ o .f(z)=l_Z___ + z r, ao, I- Z .~ t~al-u-T) 
u 1 u 1 
+v~l [h(A--'~) -'~a ]v-I 1-la '2 
(X_'-~w) v-1 k l(ak+l- ak) 1 2--~f ~ (w_~)v 
maps the unit disk I wl < 1 on the z plane cut from 
-1 to 0 and 
~+1_1 
w = h(z) = z (2.31) 
maps the cut plane into the unit disk. 
Then 
g-~(w) ] = ¢-=v Bk-lV f (w) I clwl 
Iwl=l gk(w )
(2.24) 
-7- . 4w 2]klclwl = S ev(W)[ 
Iwl=l ( l -w)  
(B) : 
f(z) = 1 
Ul-Z 
_h(zJ--)-,, v-1 (1__1~2 
k~l (Ulak-ak-1)& ~ ~  dw 
(w-a) gk(w) 
(2.25) 
and for ~ , -  zv- 1 
v 1 w -v  (4w) k B k = ~ J" Idwl 
(l-w) 2k 
I ~ r'(2k_+s.) (4)kj.wv wk+slclw I 
,4"~ s=o F(2k) F(s+l)  twl=l 
2. Fora= 0 
(A): 
f(z) = a ° + u 1-z [Ul a 1 
+ ,~ v i v ~ lc lwt ]  
v=l h (Z- )k=Xl(Ulak+l-ak) l  ~ -v  g (w) 
v P (k + vJ 2k 
B k - x /~ p (2k) P (v + l-k) 2 , v ;~ k 
=0 ,v<k 
(2.32) 
The particular case (B) (2.29) with (2.30) has been 
obtained by S. Weinberg as an improvement of the 
convergence of the Born series [4]. 
(13) : 
f(z) - 1 Ul-Z [aoUl 
(2.26) 
+ 
~P 
hV(1)k~ 1(Ulak-ak_l) 2~ f g--k~w)l dw`] v=l 
where we have used the fact (see § 3.1) that 
v =0 for v<k.  B k 
Ifu I -~ . 
(h): 
1 v 
f(z) =ao+ z[a 1 +v~l hv ("Z-) k~l ak+ 1B~] 
(B): 
v 
f(z) = ao + v~ l[h v (zl--') k=~l a k B~] 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
3. RELATIONS WITH OTHER METHODS 
3.1. Biirmann's eries [5] 
The particular case where u 1 = 0, A(z) = 1, 
4,v(Z) 1 z v-1 = (-f-) is Biirmann's eries. 
24YG 
Indeed from (2.22) 
W v-1 
F(~)= a o+ ~ [h__~_]~-i,~ ak r (T) Lclw~ 
v=l L K=i Iw l=r~ 2#r 
(3.1) 
Let us consider now a conformal mapping which is 
very useful in numerous applicatioas. 
If we have all singularities u k on the left real line, with 
the closest one, by a change of scale at -1, then 
z = g(w) = (1-w)2 (2.30) 
4w 
• . . ,  , . . . ,  . , , , ,  , 
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However 
W v Iclwl - ~v wk(c 1 /" 27r J" + C w+ ....-k Idwl 
gk(w) Iwl=r - o 2~r Iwl=r 
and since the w v are orthogonal functions, B~=0 for 
k>v 
Therefore 
F(z) = ao + v=2 ~ hp-12v-2(z) ~ 1 ak I wv-lk 2#rlclwl 
r twl=r ¢ -{w~ 
o s .  i 
1 
235 
5 h’(z) ; WV I dwi = 
v=o r2v k=O=k ’ ---2sr Iwl=r gk (w) 
fickl, _ WV = 
0 r2v IWI=r 2nr 
F [g (w)l idw r
F(z)=~;~ h*(z) & f dw F [g(w)1 
wv+1 
= *go hV (z)FZ’ k(w)lw,o 
where Ft)[g (w)] is the vth derivative of F with 
respect to w. 
-a0 (:;Jg )k=J1-unEkun (2n) ! 
22n(n-k) ! (n+ k)! 
from which we obtain 
(3.7) 
Finally 
F(z)=~;~ h”(z)&p -F(u) du 
g =k( 
1-G ,kzdcwE wv 5 (2v)Iak 
2n1 cl h”+$) k=O 1+,/i% 
*=O k=*22v(v-k)! (v+k)! 
(3.3) (3-g) 
(3.2) 
Then 
Z ak( 
k=o 
du 1 
E ( 
1-G 
’ ,*+I xk=O 1+,/l-u 
_ )k =k 
which is Gronwall’s summation formula; this is most 
easily seen using Gronwall’s identity 
which is Biirmann’s series. 
(I) obviously there is a point z = a of D such that 
h(a) = 0; there is only one. 
(II) F(z) is holomorphic throughout D by definition 
(III) th(z)I; y lh(QI for z interior to D 
E 1 
Those are precisely the conditions of validity of 
Biirmann’s series. 
3.2. Gronwall’s summation formula [6] 
If we extract a factor A(z) i.e. F(z) = G(z) A(z) 
F(z) = A(z)V~Ohv (z) 19 h’(u) $$$du 
2ni Cl h*+I (u) 
Substituting (2.7) into (2.22) for m = 0 
5 =k 
- = A[g(w)lv;owV &- 
k=O gk(w) 
0 
x =kf h’ (u) du 
k=” c1 h*++u) A(u)uk 
or 
;A-= 
k=” gk(w) 
A[dw>l g w* 
v=o 
5 _Lf - dw 
ak 2ni c1 w*+’ A[g(w)] gk (w) 
(3.4) 
0 
Let g(w) = l+ 
1-m 
(3.5) 
A[g(w)]= m , i.e. A(w) = 5 (3.6) 
The inverse mapping of z = g (w) is w = h (z) = --!-Z- . 
Therefore in the plane u = -$ 
(l+z)2 
f(u) =kFoakukZ(k) 5 [Aj* 
l+u *=O (l+u)2 
5 (2v) ! ak 
k=v 22v (v-k) ! (v+ k)! (3.9) 
The substitution of the series on the left by the series 
on the right is known as the Riesz-Herglotz-Gronwah 
transformation [7]. It does not lead to analytic con- 
tinuation outside IUI < 1. On the contrary the con- 
formal mapping g(w) is precisely the inverse of the one 
used in 3 4 where the cut plane (- =, -1) is mapped in- 
to the unit disc. Moreover the right-hand member has 
an isolated essential singularity. The use of (3.9) is 
dictated by the wish to have a Stieltjes series in order 
to have bounds given by [N, N] and [N, N-l] Pad& 
approximants. However here, the interval (-1,O) is 
mapped into itself. 
3.3. Interpolation 
Eq. (2.21) can be viewed as an interpolation formula 
for f(z) with interpolation points at 
zk= ’ 
g(akr) 
It is a Newton interpolation [ 31, with the permanence 
property, i.e. each new term in the series does not 
preclude the use of the former, as in Lagrangian inter- 
polation. However, the Bk are not zero for k > V; 
neither need they be computed by (2.20) : the relevant 
information encompasses all ak, more precisely the 
values f (Zk). 
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The general linear interpolation formula is : 
F(z) = ~ ¢v[h (z)] L v IF] (3.10) 
v= 1 , 
where the L u are linear functionals, which are 
biorthogonal with respect to the ~v" 
Indeed 
* ~ V-1 
L v (F) = k 1 Bk L k (F) (3.11) 
with 
~k-1 F (~) d~ (3.12) 1 
L k (F )=a k=2u i  t r  
The biorthogonality yields : 
* ~ ~v(w) 1 
Lv[t~kt] = k=~l[wl=r gk(w) Idwl 21ri 
~.k-1 ~/a [h(~')] d~" 
C r 
(v(W) Idwj 
= S S ~/~[h(~')]d~ 
Iwl=r g(w)-~ Cr 
- -  /) 
Iwl=r (3.13) 
The full discussion of the relation between (2.22) and 
(3.10) lies outside the scope of this paper. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The dynamic polarizability a (66) is given by the 
Cauchy dispersion equation 
a(66) =k~0 gtk 
(662)k (4.1) 
where the Cauchy moments/a k have been determined 
either experimentally or variationally by Hartree-Fock 
methods. The moments are constrained, for instance 
by #k > 60 2 0/Jk + 1 where 6010 is the first resonance 
frequency. 
A general review of the problem in connection with 
Pad6 approximants has been given by Langhoff and 
Karplus [7 ]. 
(iy) =k ~0 #k (-Y 2)k can be expressed as a Stieltjes 
integral : 
( iy )=T d~(u) with /a k=Tukd@Ca),  
o l+y2u o 
k=o,  1, 2... 
Series (4.1) converge in the circle 1661 < 6610" 
662 f(u)=a(66) ~ " 2 .k k In the plane u = - - - -~ ,  ---20#k(-6610 ) u 
6°10 
(4.2) 
is regular everywhere in the plane cut (-®, -1). There- 
fo re  
a k 
F(z) --k=~ 0 z k 
Eq. (2.26) gives : 
f(u) = a (66) = t% 
2 k 
with a k = (-6o10) /~k 
6O 2 2 
602 2 [/J16610 
-6610 
x//1 °°2 1 
2 
+ ~ ( 6010 v 
V=I ~ ) 
+1 
v B v 
(_l)k __.~._k 2 k 2 
k=12; x/t~ (°°10) (Bk+l c°10-gtk)] 
o 
(4.3) 
2 
If 6610-~ 0 we fall back on (4.1) 
Similarly eq. (2.27) gives 
2 x/~l- c°2 -~-1  
~1 6610 )v f (u)=a(66)-  26010 2 [go + v=~l u,-2 
o010 - 60 - - -  + 1 
2 
¢°10 
P 
V 
. 2; (_l)k Bk • 2 .k-1 2 -gLk 1) ] 
k=l ~ (6610) (#k 6610 - 
(4.4) 
Expansions (4.3), (4.4) can be tested against usual Padfi 
2 approximants for a (66). However in all fairness, ¢o10 
is an information that is needed here but not for Pad6 
approximants. Therefore since 602 0 used in (4.3), (4.4) 
can be any lower bound to the true value, it has been 
assumed that the value of w2 0~ used is the arithmetic 
average of the frrst pole of the [N, N] and [N + 1, N] 
Pad~ approximants. 
Moreover, the brackets of (4.3) and (4.4) are power 
series of h. Therefore aPad~ approximation of the 
brackets i  deemed to be a further improvement. 
Values of the moments used for the calculations are 
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identical with those given for hydrogen in [7]. Results 
are given in table 1 for Taylor series, Pad6 (N, N) and 
(N, N - l ) ;  series (4.3) and Pad6 approximations (N, N) 
and (N, N - l )  obtained from the series in powers of h 
2 respectively without pole (o~10 -~ oo) and with one 
pole. Results with one pole extracted from the stan- 
dard Pad6 approximation are obviously better than 
without any pole. These results and standard Pad6 are 
of comparable accuracy. If should be kept in mind 
that moments/a k are given with six digits. There is 
some round-off accumulation when the order of the 
approximation is about v= 10, essentially because 
2 
/ak+ 1 ¢°10 -#k-~ 0 and Pad6 approximants calcula- 
tions become unreliable. 
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